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1. SUMMARY

The twenty-fourth Meeting of Minds Advisory Distributors took place on Thursday 30 November at The Lanesborough
Hotel, London. This document summarises the key issues raised in the topics discussed during the roundtables that took
place on the day.

A Meeting of Minds Advisory Distributors is a biannual strategic forum organised by Owen James. It is an opportunity for
some 60 plus CEOs/Managing Directors - who are responsible for setting the business strategy of their organisations - and
CIOs/Heads of Investment - who set the overarching investment strategy for the organisation, to come together with
product and service providers keen to engage with them on a strategic level. These Meetings provide a neutral
environment where they can examine industry issues, opportunities and develop business strategies to address them.

Participants enjoy access to strategic insight, active involvement in shaping the industry and networking at the highest level.

The day is a blend of roundtable sessions addressing a pre-researched and pre-agreed agenda with open discussion led by
objective and professional moderators; keynotes provided by external speakers whose remit is to spark debate and
encourage fresh and original thinking; plus substantial networking both structured and unstructured.

To find out more about taking part, please contact Emily Landless at Owen James: emilylandless@owenjamesgroup.com or
you can contact her on 01483 862 698.

2. THIS REPORT

The Roundtable Sessions were facilitated by:

 Roderic Rennison, Rennison Consulting Ltd

 Colette Dunn, Milliman UK

 Rod Bryson, Capgemini Consulting

 John Chapman, Owen James

 Sara McLeish, EY

 Pollyanna Harper, BlackRock iShares

 Paul Miles, SilverBack Consulting

 Stephen Wall, Wealth Mosaic

We are very grateful for the time and energy they have expended on making A Meeting of Minds Advisory Distributors a
success and hope you will consider this report an interesting, thought-provoking and accessible read. As ever your
feedback is much appreciated.

We would also like to thank the independent experts who were part of the sessions for sharing their knowledge and giving
us their time and energy both in the run up to this Meeting and on the day.
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3. THE SPONSORS

We would like to thank all our sponsors who make these Meetings possible. The following groups took part in the Meeting
and their motivation for taking part is threefold:

 To be, and be seen as being supportive of the industry;

 To understand the stresses and strains being placed on financial advisory firms and, where possible, respond to them;

 To talk openly with these business leaders with a view to ensuring that their businesses are strategically aligned.

Strategic Partners

Sponsors
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RUNNING THE BUSINESS

1. HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHICH PLATES TO KEEP ON SPINNING AND WHICH TO DROP?

Expert: Mark Hopcroft, Embark Group

Facilitator: Pollyanna Harper, BlackRock iShares

This session focused on business planning for the busy Chief Executive. You are so caught up in the day to day that you
don’t have time to think about what is coming down the line.

It was agreed that step one should be to establish a clear structure for how you run the business.

Areas to focus on:
 Digital
 Qualifications
 Regulation
 Removal of bias
 Client segmentation and specialisation - why you work with who do you do.

What are our priorities?
 Do you have a five year vision?
 Do you understand what markets you operate in and why? (As an aside it was mentioned that according to Deloittes,

by 2020 the assets in drawdown will have trebled.)
 How do I keep what I have?
 How do I come up with propositions which are appropriate? (Beware the law of unintended consequences if you do

not think things through.)
 Who do I work with? The medical profession; the Millennials; the At Retirement market.
 How do I see more of these people?
 How do I open the back book – those you cannot afford to engage with? According to the Regulator, some 5.5 million

have been removed from the financial advice process. How do you agree to engage or disengage from these clients?
The amount of data held on clients is huge. Under GDPR, you need to have a positive affirmation that you can market
to them.

 How do you align solutions - is it a joined up proposition - end to end?
 Developing the next generation of clients and developing your people - how do you bring them on?

So the question is “how do you go from spinning lots of plates to controlling said plates?”

 If a client asks you to look after their child’s £5K ISA, it is difficult to make it cost effective.

 If your growth is organic, it has to be an iterative process. You have to take people with you and get shareholder buy
in.

 Can you afford sufficient scale? Do you go down the route of bundled pricing? Do you seek control over investment
management?

 “To think about business you need to look at external businesses.”

 One of our group was rather negative: “The incompetence in our world is staggering. Best practice is the norm in external
businesses. There is a lot we should have sorted by now.”

 A more upbeat member: “As a consequence of RDR, the quality of management is much better.”

 The word strategy can have so many different definitions.
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 5 or 10 year vision is key – there may be “little waves crashing on the shore” but the vision remains in mind.

 One of the group said: “We are financial planners not CEOs... you need to bring in professionals around you.”

 “You also need a team of people who think differently from you. However you need a “doer” not someone who will tell you the
problem but fail to solve it.”

 You also have to ensure you know what the clients want. “We can no longer be gatekeepers for all the secrets. They can
go online to check. They want stuff quicker.

 “Client attrition rate is the same as the mortality rate. If you don't replace the ones who have died.”

 The group then talked about big data – how it can be aggregated and interrogated. We then talked about all those
clients you cannot look after.  These are considered to be those with less than £150,000 in investable assets.

 The question is – can you offer them a service for 30 bps? Is it worth it? Can you turn them off?

 “Is it worth re-engaging with that filing cupboard.” Our speaker believes this space is worth going after. However it was
pointed out that these clients may appear on 5 or 6 different firms’ databases.

 26% of business in financial advice is coming out of the “filing cabinet”. When asked what people were charging – they
said 3% + .5% - not an ongoing service fee. “You are available if they want you.”

 “You should focus on profit centres and clients.”

 “You are in business and incidentally you are in FS.” “Is the plate you are spinning going to enhance the client's experience or
not?”

Some general comments:

“Attrition - clients do leave if they are not looked after properly.”

“Moving to fixed fees from time recording. People don't like change.”

Groans about the regulatory burden. “Professional regulators and their incompetence.” However ….

“GDPR - should be looked at positively. Mind that data and get the best out of it. Let's turn it into a positive.”

The upbeat comment: “The thank you from a client is key.”

And to end on a really positive note: “By setting bigger and bigger goals, I have quadrupled the number of staff.  We have now
taken on an HR director. My passion is to drive change. It is building the future plans which inspire me.”
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2. ARE YOU PROVIDING YOUR INVESTORS WITH VALUE FOR MONEY?

Expert: Charles Mackinnon, Tilney Investment Management Services

Facilitator: John Chapman, Owen James

The presentation from the expert was excellent and provided the main backdrop for the entire session. Key points raised

during the presentation:

1. One of our challenges is to articulate to the client the benefit of a value in the future in return for a cost today.

Particularly when the future value is not always certain.

2. It is not always necessary to be the cheapest, but to demonstrate we provide expertise at a price that the client could

not do by themselves.

3. It will be a challenge to demonstrate value when there is a 10% market correction.
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3. THE DANGERS OF CYBER-CRIME ARE BECOMING EVER MORE REAL. ARE YOU TAKING THE
THREAT SERIOUSLY ENOUGH?

Expert: Steve Mair, Protection Group International

Facilitator: Colette Dunn, Milliman UK

The expert kicked off this session by asking what we mean by ‘cyber’. There are various definitions and every organisation
should have a shared internal understanding on what it means to them.  His view is that it is “anything to do with
computers”.  He expects the term ‘cyber’ to disappear within the next 5-10 years as it will just become how we all conduct
business.

Cyber criminals fall into a number of categories:

1. The lone teenager sitting in their room.  Probably learnt to hack because they wanted to find a way around an
online game they were playing;

2. Hacktivists – who hack for a reason/belief;

3. Organised criminals who are seeking financial gain;

4. Competitors;

5. State-funded cyber-crime.  For example, countries seeking military intelligence or political advantage.

Cyber-crime falls into three basic categories:

1. Ransomware, where a ransom must be paid or the criminals will do something damaging, for example, leaking
information or destroying/locking key databases;

2. Malware;

3. Phishing.

One of the future technology developments is the Internet of Things (IoT) which is where various smart devices, such as
fridges, heating, PCs, etc are linked.  The IoT offers new opportunities for criminals and an easy way to put-up a barrier
against these criminals is to change all passwords that these devices are delivered with.

Basic advice for organisations on cyber safety is:

1. Keep anti-virus software up-to-date;

2. Ensure passwords are regularly changed and have protocols around this process;

3. Update regularly with patches;

4. Have privileged account management so employees are only able to access information they need.

About 80% of systems can be protected by getting the basics right.

The government provides online information and guidance to organisation, for example, the ‘Cyber Essentials’.  There are
various kite marking schemes and ISOs to be achieved.

The National Cyber Security Centre is free to join and also provides useful advice.

The main worries amongst the Advisers in the room, is keeping employees/users in check.  It was recommended that
education is regular and that audits are carried out. Any errors should be shared within the organisation rather than
hushed up.  They are learning opportunities.

TISA has been looking at an industry best practice guide.  Its focus has been on ISO GDPR around protocols.

Wealth Mosaic is a new organisation which is building ‘The Industry Fact Book’ on this subject.
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4. QUANTIFYING THE INTANGIBLE – COMMUNICATING AND CHARGING THE RIGHT FEE?

Expert: Andre Lennon-Smith, PIMCO

Facilitator: John Chapman, Owen James

There were some interesting views around the table on how best to communicate fees to clients.

1. It was important for one firm to separate the charge for investment management with the advice fee. They thought

that provided the clearest message to the client about what the fees are for.

2. Some firms thought that the percentage fee based on assets was fair as it shared the gains and pains with the client.

Other firms thought this type of charging was confusing and misleading.

3. One firm advocates time recording for all staff. In that way, even though they charge project fees to clients, they fully

understand whether or not work completed on behalf of a client is profitable for the business.

4. It is also important to remind clients of everything that the firm does for the client. The advisor they see represents

probably only 10% of the work the firm does. One firm has a 25 point card that lists “What we do for clients”. It is

simple and effective, constantly evolved and as a result clients have an appetite to pay more for the service they

receive.

5. One firm uses cash flow modelling as a tool to demonstrate value. Clients enjoy the experience and take ownership of

the model and the data within it.

6. We should not be afraid of charging for our services. One firm uses the comparison with dentists and other

professional practices who are not reticent in charging for their services – even though they may involve pain!
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5. HOW TO BUILD A DIFFERENTIATED LIFETIME WEALTH STRATEGY FOR TODAY’S MARKETS?

Expert: Mark Hayhoe, Russell Investment

The expert from Russell Investments started by stating that they would probably need 2 days to cover the subject in detail,
but they would do what they can in the time given. He went around the table requesting that each person states what they
were looking to gain from the session. A little more knowledge on the roundtable subject and other people’s experiences
seemed to be the general consensus.

How will investors achieve their goals – do they have goals or aspirations?
We have to prioritise. Are the clients goals clear from the initial meeting? We need to manage expectations - aspirations
and realistic goals are different. Looking at the client, we need to know what to achieve for them. The adviser has no
control of the markets but does have control of what the client is looking for – upskill financial planners. Our job is to
influence the clients using our knowledge, but not to tell them what to do. Market cycle where euphoria represents the
maximum risk and despondency represents the maximum opportunity. Best advisers sell products on the relationship they
have. An advisor can prepare 70% of a fact find before the client meeting using Zoopla for house prices and other available
tools.

Key risks – it is up to the client to decide if they want to take any risk. Returns are becoming riskier however, with far
more variation in products required to return 7.5% in 2017 compared to 1995 where this was achieved 100% through
bonds. Risk of 50% now compared to 1995 with a 15.5% risk required to make a return of 7.2%. The key risks are Investor,
Lifetime Wealth Strategy, Regulation, Investment Markets and Adviser. Risk profiling – where firms are not considering the
limitations of the tool they used or where the recommended solution did not match the risk the customer was willing or
able to take.

Costs, charges and regulations – all feed into Lifetime Wealth Strategy. Investment managers have been overpaid for a
long time now, as we move forward clients want financial advice and expect ups and downs but are looking for safe growth
at a much lower cost. Throughout goals change, aspirations change and clients change. Figures given in percentages just
mask, pounds count and clients understand figures priced in pounds. Use correct products and don’t hide costs.
Communications from adviser, fund manager, platform must be clear. If a client is paying these fees are they achieving their
goals? What are they getting for their money? Does it represent value for money? In order to meet its responsibilities
under the clients best interest rule and customer’s interests a firm should consider whether the personal recommendation
is likely to be of value to the retail client when total charges the retail client is likely to be required to pay are taken into
account.

What it means for your centralised investment proposition – designed for cautious investor. Can use natural
income or growth if don’t have decumulative proposition. Take from capital gains tax, better return, expensive to take
from natural income. Ensure client understands and try and make it a smooth process. Some advisers seem to have
forgotten how to talk with clients. Look at the investment timeline. Centralised investment proposition is underlined by
range of models, communication, price, risk profiling, platform and mandate.

Key things – periodic reviews, what are you going to deliver for your customer, make full notes of the meeting, keep it
simple, what has changed since we last met. What differentiates you from other adviser? The number one reason clients
leave advisers is that there is no relationship. ‘’Why do I pay X £15k a year?” Take time to take a reality check, your
business is to deliver to clients, rules are there but don’t get drawn in to needing complicated processes.

YOUR PROPOSITION
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6. WHY A CENTRALISED RETIREMENT PROPOSITION IS THE RIGHT BUSINESS MOVE

Expert: Steve Jackson & Jo Pawson, Architas Multi Manager

Facilitator: Paul Miles, SilverBack Consulting

The Key Findings from this session were:

 Unsurprisingly there are multiple approaches by advisers in constructing retirement portfolios to suit their client’s

needs – there is no one size fits all.

 These approaches include both building own models or outsourcing income portfolios; and typically either aim to

generate capital growth in line with inflation and either ‘top slice’ the required income, or again, grow the base in line

with inflation and then deliver a natural income.

 With a challenging yield environment for most asset classes this is not easy.

 New clients typically have higher than realistic expectations of the yield their portfolio can currently generate. This is a

key part of the advice process, working with the client to assess and balance the client’s level of risk that they are

willing and able to take with the level of income needed or desired.

 Cash flow planning tools are increasing being used by advisers to help provide a context when articulating the

challenges and the options available to clients - save more (or less), retire later (or earlier), take more (or less) risk,

leave less (or more) assets as inheritance.
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7. WHAT WILL YOUR BOOK OF CLIENTS LOOK LIKE IN 10 – 15 YEARS? WHAT WILL THEIR
ATTITUDE TO WEALTH BE?

Expert: Sandra Carlisle, HSBC Global Asset Management (UK)

Facilitator: Colette Dunn, Milliman Uk

The expert started this session with a question about what advisers clients looked like in 1997.  We documented the
following based on information provided by three of the advisers in the room:

Client average age AUM per client Client gender split M:F

40 £100k 70:30

55 £150-200k 70:30

65 £500k 90:10

The expert then talked through the different generations and how they had very different expectations around technology,
societal norms, politics and attitudes to the environment.  The generations were identified as:

1. Generation Z – aged 0 - 13

2. Millennials – aged 14 - 34

3. Generation X – aged 35 - 49

4. Baby Boomers – aged 50 - 71

5. Silent generation – aged 72 - 89

As we move through the generations and as different generations become clients of advisers, services and offerings will
gradually change.

Moving to the present, the expert outlined a number of emerging trends.  There is a huge transfer of wealth happening
between the generations on an individual level and within organisations.  80% of the next generation of business leaders say
their style will be different from the current generation.  This intergenerational transfer of wealth is likely to affect buying
decisions.

The expert reported that, amongst UK Millennials, two thirds believe that value-based investing delivers the same or better
financial returns.  87% think that business success should be measured by more than just financial performance.  Millennials
could drive USD15-20 trillion of inflows over the next 2-3 decades, roughly doubling the size of the US equity market.

US affluent Millennials want to invest in:

1. Education – 58%

2. Water – 39%

3. Environment – 39%

4. Gender equality – 30%
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HSBC Asset Management has experienced an increase in interest in all these areas.  There is a significant shift to ‘Green’
investments.  For example, there has been a 300% increase in Climate Change investments.  There has also been
divestment in areas that are not Green, such as fossil fuel where there has been a 900% divestment.

The expert asked the same three advisers to provide information about their current client base and we documented the
following information:

Client average age AUM per client Client gender split M:F

70 £250k 60:40

55 £800k 60:40

65 £1.5m 70:30

The advisers in the room concurred with this shift in attitude towards Green investments and said that they had seen it
within their own client base.  They reported a huge increase in Green investments, including amongst older investors.

Although there was a notable shift to more female clients, it was said that only 17% of Advisers are female and only 10% of
those in the Fund Management industry are female.

Platforum reported that there had been a reduction in the average age of individuals on platforms.  The average age for
D2C platforms is around 54 years.  It should be kept in mind that this will partly be due to Pension Freedoms and DB
transfers.

Another trend we noted was the concentration of wealth and how this may result in the growth of family offices.
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DIGITAL

8. IS THERE SUCH A THING AS A "GOOD" DIGITAL EXPERIENCE FOR A CUSTOMER?

Expert: James Rawson, INVESCO Perpetual

Facilitator: Rod Bryson, Capgemini

Invesco are undertaking new research during 2018 which focuses on developing the use of attitudinal segmentation
compared to traditional demographic segmentation, This work will be completed during 2018 and shared with Wealth
Advisory firms. The key thinking of the work is about understanding that people of similar wealth, age and a number of
other factors may have significantly different attitudinal or emotional differences in their attitudes. By understanding these
key differences with across 5 customer types, then advisory firms can adapt their current digital client experience or build
new if one does not exist and tailor it to understanding these emotional differences. The result of this is designed to
improve clients perspectives of the client experience, to hopefully increase their desire to engage further either through to
completion of the digital client journey or to engage on a regular basis in future. This move from simply focusing a digital
client experience on process led experience to personal understanding and engagement.

It was felt this may be a first step to help with understanding of customer expectations of delivery of a digital client
experience and would not provide all the answers but was an important first step to then align and improve other elements
of the client experience. There would be other components such as data and how data and the client experience could
become increasingly important to anticipate client needs whilst delivering a personalised service from a digital client
experience.

The digital client experience is one part but ultimately this about how you understand customers and align your
communication and services and the group felt this would be digital but just as importantly non digital. The challenge is
creating a consistent client experience as clients move between online and offline.

Finally the group felt that the sector could learn a lot from Retailors such as John Lewis and that it was clear other markets
such as Retail were much further ahead than FS and specifically the Wealth sector but that the wealth sector would really
need to think how it was going to respond as it was clear there no option due to increasing customer demand but to have
a strong digital client experience if you were a wealth advisory firm.
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9. 3D – DISRUPTING DISTRIBUTION WITH DATA

Expert: Richard Howells, Experian

Facilitator: Rod Bryson, Capgemini

Data is disrupting distribution and will continue to do so increasingly in future.  Consumers were becoming increasingly
data savvy with future legislation empowering customers like never before around the control and value of their personal
data and how a company can use it. Customer consent being a significant trigger point for customers to allow their data to
be used and power to control who uses it. Likewise for companies having customer consent to use data will be pivotal to
their future success and ability to commercially use data within their business and ultimately to drive revenue in the future.
Those companies who can aggregate and control data such as google and amazon are in a powerful position and companies
within the wealth space should think about how they can leverage the power of the data they already hold with their
customers. Due to the nature of a wealth advisors work they are in a very strong position potentially given the quality of
volume of financial and personal data they hold on their clients.  Those companies whether wealth or non-wealth who can
show consumers they can be trusted with their data or can show added value of the data they are holding have the
potential to win their consumers trust. The challenge for companies is that with data legislative freedoms it means that a
small number of companies who provide consumers with value around their data will mean that consumers may choose to
use fewer companies than they do today but deepen their relationship with those few who provide that extra value. This is
a significant risk and challenge if you are not the company to capitalise on building those stronger and deeper relationships
to overcome. Advisers at this stage remain in a potentially strong position for the time being but this may change if they
don’t respond to the challenges ahead. Ultimately consumers hold the power for use of data and loyalty is reducing.

Based on this, advisory firms should think about four key things:

1. Do they know the quality of the data they hold?

2. Have they undertaken a review?

3. Do they have data consent strategy to make sure they can use their customer data in a way they want to?

4. What mechanisms do they have to digitally engage with customers in the future?

The group agreed with the view that data would be incredibly important and some firms had already started appreciating
the importance of data but all agreed more work would be needed.  In addition it was felt the nature of advisory businesses
will have to change to evolve with the need to hire more people within their businesses with key digital and data skills if
they want to leverage opportunities both from existing customers but also as the transition of wealth evolves across
generations.

It was felt at this stage companies had begun work but would increase this significantly the easier first steps around
understanding data quality and seeking data consent had started but the evolution of how they used data the wealth market
would need accelerate in the future if they wanted to retain and build relationships in the future.

All felt data was a threat and an opportunity and as the technology and the market evolved successful wealth businesses
would need to adapt accordingly and not be left behind.
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REGULATION

10. HOW TO TURN THE REGULATORY DEMANDS MADE BY MIFID II INTO A POSITIVE
OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW YOUR BUSINESS PRACTICES?

Expert: Marie-Laure Humbert, GSAM

Facilitator: Sara McLeish, EY

 General view around the room from straw poll – with 20 business days to go until implementation, the majority of
attendees in the room were in the “on track but in a hurry” category; most regarded MiFID as an opportunity rather
than an obstacle; and none regarded it as “as big or bigger” than RDR.

 Many agreed that MiFID II is not dissimilar to the opportunities offered by the Sunset Clause. MiFID is more like
Sunset Clause II than RDR II.

 Delegates are relatively positive about MiFID II. It is an opportunity to consolidate and build on the great progress that
has been made since RDR and to revisit where you’ve got to post-RDR. It cements some of the trends that were
already well underway, such as the shift to passive, consolidation, growth of sub-advisory solutions etc. But agreed we
are likely to see more fund managers go out of business due to the costs of doing business.

 Consensus that MiFID II is probably more about bringing the rest of Europe up to the same standards that the UK has
got to.

 But, recognition that MiFID is more challenging for some groups than others e.g. it is a “gift” for VIFs and restricted,
much more challenging for whole of market.

 There is some frustration that the information the investment houses provide isn’t always correct, and that they can’t
always rely on the data. Different investment houses are also following different interpretations of MiFID. It is time-
consuming to work through that inconsistency.

 There is widespread concern about “hitting” clients with MiFID in January then again with GDPR in May.

 There was an interesting discussion regarding platform pricing still being too high. Will we see a move to advisers
paying the platform fee in recognition of the fact it supports them rather than their client? And it will become part of
the “admin fee” just like a back office system?
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11. GDPR – LET’S DO THE DETAIL

Expert: Jonathan Naismith, Exate Technology

Facilitator: Roderic Rennison, Rennison Consulting

Background
The expert from Exate Technology provided an overview of the main issues that financial Intermediaries need to be aware
of, as well as the actions that they should consider taking in advance of the GDPR becoming law on 25th May 2018.

Overview of the GDPR
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) is a regulation by which the European
Parliament, the Council of the European Union and the European Commission intend to strengthen and unify data
protection for all individuals within the European Union (EU). It also addresses the export of personal data outside the EU.
The GDPR primarily aims to give control back to citizens and residents over their personal data and to simplify the
regulatory environment for international business by unifying the regulation within the EU. When the GDPR takes effect, it
will replace the data protection directive (officially Directive 95/46/EC) of 1995. The regulation was adopted on 27 April
2016. It becomes enforceable from 25 May 2018 after a two-year transition period and, unlike a directive, it does not
require national governments to pass any enabling legislation, and is thus directly binding and applicable.

Preparation is key
There is now only just under five months before the new Regulation becomes effective on 25th May 2018, and the
Information Commissioners Office (ICO) has said that there will be no transition period. In addition, whilst the ICO has
set out what is required, it does not set out how this will be achieved. Businesses therefore need to take advice based on
their own circumstances.
The following steps will help guide businesses in the preparation for the new environment from 25th May 2018.

Awareness
Check that the key staff in your organisation know about the GDPR and its impact. GDPR will impact resources – you
need to plan and prepare early to try and be compliant.

Information you hold
Document the following details: what personal data you hold, its origin and who it is shared with. You must maintain
records of processing activities, updating rights for a networked world.

Communicating privacy information
Review your privacy notices and plan for changes to be GDPR compliant. When you take personal data, it will now be
necessary to inform people of your identity and how the data will be used through a privacy notice, as well as explain the
lawful basis for processing data and data retention periods.

Individuals’ rights
The GDPR involves the following: The right to be informed; the right of access; the right to rectification; the right to
erasure; the right to restrict processing; the right to data portability; the right to object and the right to not be subject to
automated decision‐making.

Subject access requests
Plan how you will handle requests: you mostly won’t be able to charge for complying with a request; you have a month to
comply; you can refuse or charge for requests that are manifestly unfounded or excessive and you must tell an individual
why a request is refused.

Lawful basis for processing personal data
Identify the lawful basis for processing activity in the GDPR, document this and update the privacy notice to explain it.
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Some individuals’ rights will be modified depending on your lawful basis.

Consent
Review how you seek; record and manage consent and if changes need to be made. To do this, you must read the guidance
published by the ICO around consent, which must be freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous.

Children
Consider whether you need systems to verify individuals’ ages and obtain parental or guardian consent for data processing
activity. There will be special protection for children’s personal data.

Data protection by design/ Data Protection Impact Assessments
Privacy by design will become a legal requirement under the term: ‘data protection by design and by default’. PIAs will
become mandatory in some circumstances. A DPIA is required if data processing will result in a high risk to individuals;
where a profiling operation is likely to significantly affect individuals or if there are special categories of data being
processed.

Data Protection Officers
You must formally designate a Data Protection Officer (DPO) if you are a public authority; an organisation that carries out
the regular and systematic monitoring of individuals on a large scale or an organisation which carries out the large-scale
processing of special categories of data.

International
If you operate in more than one EU state, determine the lead data protection supervisory authority and document this. If
this applies, you should map out where the most significant decisions about processing are made.

Be aware of the cost of falling foul of the GDPR

Fines can be up to 4% of global turnover at a parent level.

For example, had the Tesco Bank breach come under the GDPR, the fine could have been calculated as follows:

Tesco Bank turnover: £955mn

Tesco plc turnover= £48.4bn

Fine under GDPR= £1.9BN – which would have been bigger than Tesco plc’s annual profit!

Be proactive
There may only now be a matter of months before 25th May 2018 effective date for GDPR to become law but there is still
time to take steps to be ready and compliant.

Questions to ask yourself

• Do you know all the applications in your firm that hold Personally Identifiable Information (PII)?

• Do you control who has access to PII?

• Do you track and monitor who has viewed or downloaded PII?

• Can you prove that consent was given prior to processing PII?

• How do your SaaS providers protect the PII that you share with them?

• Do your SaaS providers outsource your data to other firms?

• Can you find and delete all a person’s PII if they request it?

• Do you send PII in emails?

If you cannot answer all these questions and be confident in your systems and controls, you should seek
help and take advice - now.
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12. CLIENT CARE AND COMMUNICATING RISK – A CONFUSING CONUNDRUM?

Expert: Dave Robson, Carmignac

Facilitator: Sara McLeish, EY

 “Risk” has become synonymous with volatility and that is too simplistic – the primary risk is not meeting your
objectives/achieving your planned outcomes. Goal setting is therefore the key – it should all be about “what are you
trying to do with your money?”.

 But sadly, volatility is the only widely understood way of quantifying risk, so we tend to revert to it.

 All agreed that clients rarely have a single, monolithic risk profile – most have different buckets of money with different
needs and different ATRs.

 Real cynicism re ATR scales in general – it’s all relative, and a “5” will mean a very different thing to one individual than
another. Labels and numbers grossly oversimplify. Risk is subjective to every single person.

 Most clients “haven’t got a clue” about risk – a combination of lack of interest and lack of education. Many statistics
quoted e.g. 1 in 3 people think fixed income can’t go down. Also discussed widespread apathy and lack of engagement
amongst society more broadly – particularly in pensions and savings. Is there a need for the industry to take a lead on
financial education in schools? Should it be compulsory?

 Many delegates feel the MiFID II “10% rule” is very dangerous and will cause jitters amongst clients…. Even though it is
being presented as a trigger for communication rather than a trigger for action.

 The time that clients really appreciate communication is when things are going badly… a deep need for reassurance.

 Reference to the Betterment robo model which monitors consumer behaviour to identify potential jittery clients (e.g.
number of logins etc) and tailors messages accordingly to ensure they don’t react in a hasty manner to market
movements.

 Lots of discussion re the new realities we’re moving towards…. fundamental shift in fixed income markets, high “low
risk” allocations in gilts vs rising interest rates – clients haven’t had to confront anything of this since 2008. Real sense
that clients have become somewhat cosy and complacent since 2008 in an era of very strong returns

YOUR CLIENTS
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13. THE FUTURE OF WORK

Expert: Amanda Seabrook, Workpond & Ralph Ardill, Ralph Ardill Consulting

Given this is such a broad topic, we broke the conversation down into six areas:

1. The power of purpose

 This is rapidly becoming the hottest C-Suite topic, as having a clear purpose gives you an opportunity to have a
joined up conversation around the table.

 Purpose is all about understanding why your business is here and what makes it stand out in the marketplace.

 Having a purpose that resonates is key to attracting talent (eg a network’s purpose could be to keep advisers safe –
ie a human outcome – rather than to help them become millionaires.

“Businesses with a strong sense of purpose are more confident about their growth prospects, experience higher levels of
confidence among key stakeholders and are investing in more initiatives that lead to long term growth” Punit Renjen, Deloitte

2. Technology - The rise of the robots and how will it reshape your business?

 Technology is reshaping all businesses in helping them become more productive.  It was suggested that we will all
be using AI for new products, compliance or role automation.

 Technology should mark a ‘shift of labour’, not necessarily a loss of jobs.

“Who will be the future trainers, explainers, sustainers?”

 We need to be building disruptive businesses and ensure innovation is embedded in our culture.

“Be the disrupter, not the disrupted”

 You cannot solve future problems with existing technology.  We need to start self-disrupting, and it was suggested
that you can achieve this by running two businesses/engines at the same time.  Engine 1 is BaU, while engine 2 is
your future business model.

 However, to achieve this you need a vision of the future.

 A number of concerns were raised which included:

o A question of timing – How do we avoid the mistakes of the likes of Nutmeg, etc?

o We can all buy systems, but the challenge of distribution and acceptability remains.

o There is a current requirement for man and machine, but will that be necessary in the future?

o How do you know if you are backing yourself into a cul-de-sac?

o Unless we embrace disruption and technology, we will continue to struggle to attract and retain talent.

3. New rules of work

 Millennials want more flexibility.  Flexibility in turn drives loyalty – particularly with part-time workers.  However,
this also presents a challenge for office space.

“Work is what people do and not where they do it”, World Economic Forum

 How do you create a strength of culture and a desire for employees to be in the office, when they are
disconnected from the office?

o It is almost impossible to embed a sense of purpose with people working remotely.

o Hiscox was cited as an example of best practice and was recently voted the best corporate workplace in the
North (http://www.yorkpress.co.uk/business/news/14442231.York_Hiscox_building__one_of_the_best_places_to_work_/)

OUT THERE!
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 Could we exist in a future where nobody physically meets? – Virtual Reality (VR) could certainly make this a reality.

 In the future ‘repeat tasks’ will be automated, whilst specialists will be flown in to carry out ‘project tasks’ –
promoting ‘intelligent time’.  People are now defining themselves through projects rather than roles (ie it is far
more important what you are working on, rather than your role).  In the war for talent, there will be competition
to get on the best projects.

4. Organisational structure – the agile organization

“Agility is the ability of an organisation to renew itself, adapt, change quickly and succeed in a rapidly changing, ambiguous,
turbulent environment”, McKinsey & Co

 Jobs will not be defined by what you do, but instead why you do it (ie the purpose).

 We must remember that the core of our business (engine 1) needs stability and to be consistently and well
managed, or you run the risk of the business becoming schizophrenic.

 Concern was raised that as businesses we have started to embrace an agile approach, but regulations such as
SMCR will send us back to the old style of working (ie death by committees, etc).

5. The importance of learning

 Millennials want to learn and train, which can be a pain when doing secondments in the short term but has long
term benefits.

“Ageing countries won’t just need lifelong learning – they will need wholesale reskilling of existing workforces throughout
their lifecycle”, WEF Future of Jobs Report

 It is important to ensure that all appraisals illustrate a clear career path.  Perhaps employees should present their
own development plan?  This is ambitious and you would need to train your managers to be able to guide them.

 It was suggested that it is beneficial to move people in their roles every 6-12 months.  By rotating employees
around it allows them to find their place, which is especially good for younger employees.

 However, this does not work for part-timers who are doing a good job and have a comfortable work-life balance.

 You need to get the balance right between those that want to learn and those that are happy where they are.

6. The value of values

 Too often businesses regurgitate the same old values – eg quality, professionalism, integrity, etc.

 We need to make values passionate and emotive – expression and narrative is very important.

“It is not hard to make decisions when you know what your values are”, Roy Disney

 It is important that your values;

o Clarify your purpose (why does our work matter?)

o Articulate your ethics (what do we stand for?)

o Create identity (who do I belong to?)

o Provide focus (what’s important to us?)

o Encourage unity (what holds us together?)

o Define your character (what qualities do we admire?)

 One adviser had a great idea of naming their meeting rooms after their values, to ensure they become engrained.

 Another had named a meeting room ‘Room 15’ where the lights turn off after 15 minutes to encourage shorter
meetings.
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